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SO FAR IT HAS BEEN A SUCCESS, BY ALLOWING THE VILLA OWNER TO TAKE 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIS/HER OWN GARDEN AND BE ABLE TO BUILD AS 
THEY WANT. UNTIL NOW THE MAXIMUM SIZE HAVE BEEN 15M2. NOW THE 
GOVERNMENT ASKS FOR CHANGING THE LAW THE 1ST OF JULY 2014 TO 
25M2. THIS ALLOWS PERMANENT HOUSING IN FRIGGEBODEN.

The goal with this project is to explore an alternative 
housing. There is a lack of housing for young people 
in Sweden. To help the situation a fictional solution 
was created: The municipal offers villa owners an 
extra income by renting a few square meters of 
their garden where a Friggebod is being installed 
and subleased. This provides an opportunity for 
students to get a home. Friggeboden is designed 
to be self-sufficient in electricity, which benefits both 
the student’s economy and environment.

The second step in the design process was to focus 
on the system of living with a self-sufficient Frigge-
bod, the interaction between the user and a home 
solely based on solar power. For instance the person 
wakes up and goes through all the morning routines. 
By the time he/she leaves the home, how much en-
ergy was used? It was important that the informa-
tion was provided in the simplest way possible. The 
result became a round wall mounted energy meter 
with focus on detailing to not confuse the design 
with a clock. It has two functions, showing current 
percentage left of the battery with a pointer and 
current usage of electricity with light. In the point-
er a small LED lights up when there is heavy usage 

on the system. For example if the user turns on the 
oven, microwave and water boiler at the same time 
which results in heavy usage of energy and the user 
gets feedback by the light being turned on. 

Students will learn to live with limited recourses in a 
self-sufficient house, and hopefully take the knowl-
edge with them into future homes and also inspire 
others. Awareness leads to sustainability.
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